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Vacancy
Energy Manager

Do you want to take the lead in guiding large organizations through  
their renewable energy transition? You want to work in a dynamic  
environment? At AYA we undertake real action for the climate.  
Do you want to make a difference with us?

The vacancy at a glance
 - As Energy Manager you take the lead. You determine and manage your clients’ energy strategy
 - You work in a warm environment where you share in the profits
 - We look at your future potential (not your past degrees)
 - You chose the right combination between working at home, at one of our offices or your clients

What can you expect
 - You define the energy strategy for your clients. You take final responsibility for the implementation of the 

optimal solutions in close collaboration with your clients.
 - You guarantee a coherent energy approach for each client, guiding them through our 4 pillars: energy 

strategy, on-site energy, real green energy (=PPA’s), traditional energy.
 - You are the SPOC for your clients.
 - You identify and drive the relevant stakeholders (at both client and supplier level) to make every project a 

success.
 - You direct your client’s C-level via quarterly meetings.
 - You know how to convert leads into long-term partnerships.
 - You actively share your insights and best practices with the team.
 - You take initiative and contribute to strategic decision-making to boost AYA’ ambitions.

Who are we
AYA is a network of energy experts on a mission to convert environmental awareness into action. We help 
company leaders to bridge responsibility with profitability.

We are a cohesive and dynamic team in full growth. The team relies on your strengths and stimulates your 
personal development. You will work in a cutting-edge environment where new technologies and regulations 
drive us. Amongst others, AYA created a model to exchange real green energy between energy-producers and 
energy-consumers in Belgium.
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What do we offer
 - A warm and inclusive work environment
 - A competitive salary and benefits
 - A share in the profit and value you co-create
 - A laptop, phone and a mobility budget or company car
 - You chose the right combination between working at home, at one of our offices or your clients

Who are you
 - You have a deeply rooted passion for the renewable energy transition
 - You are a generalist: you see the big picture
 - You have a can-do attitude and take responsibility
 - You want to improve yourself by continuous learning
 - You are fluent in English, and in Dutch or French
 - You are a confident speaker who writes well
 - We look at your future potential (not your past degrees)
 - You have basic computer skills
 - You will need a driver license B or in the near future
 - Experience in the energy sector is an added value

How do you apply
Explain us why we need you and send it with your resume to: jobs@aya.energy.

We will make sure to get in touch within a week and invite you for an interview if we were energized  
by your letter.


